My Black Dogs
Lynda Wake
Recently we were gifted with a small black puppy. Right now, he is a cute ball of fluff with a
bouncy spring in his step and a truck load of attitude. Occasionally in his enthusiasm to show
affection, he nips and scratches us or our unsuspecting visitors. Mostly we laugh it off.
Eventually, he will grow into a big black dog and, if left unchecked, these antics will injure.
My husband and children are natural dog lovers. As for me…well let’s just say I need
time to warm up before I open my heart to any animal invasion. Our last family pet was easy
to love. A fully-trained gorgeous golden retriever, beautiful Chala became part of the family
immediately following the tragic loss of our teenage daughter. Chala was a faithful friend
who can never be replaced in our affections. But several months after her untimely departure,
we began to ache for a new canine companion to cheer our home.
So, throughout the COVID pandemic of 2020, we searched the internet for
possibilities, and asked every dog-person we knew for any dog-breeding leads. While we
were waiting, we were bitten with a bad case of ‘dog envy’ every time we spotted a family
proudly walking their very own pooch in lockdown. Meanwhile, our jaws dropped to our
knees as we watched the price of puppies skyrocket beyond our means. But just when it
seemed impossible, the loveable Lakeboy arrived on our doorstep with an adorable puppypounce. He was not what I was expecting. Not what I would have chosen. But he is a gift I
am coming to appreciate – especially as I gaze into his droopy little face, filled with
chocolate-brown eyes that are starting to melt my heart.
I also have been gifted with another black dog. I was not expecting this black dog
either, and again, it was not one I would have chosen for myself. Nevertheless, it is mine.
This one is invisible to the naked eye, but like Lakeboy, evidence of its presence runs messily
through the rainy days of my grief, dragging wet grassy mud all over my life.
‘Black dog has been used as a metaphor for depression from classical mythology through
medieval folklore to Churchill. It acts as a symbol to externalise moods and thoughts that are
difficult to communicate’ (Marjorie Wallace, founder of UK mental health charity SANE).
I agree with Wallace when she says: ‘It is easier to say you are having a ‘black dog
day’ than it is to say you are depressed.’ Wallace and others in the mental health profession
encourage and teach people how to live alongside their black dog. Just like my visible black

dog, my other black dog needs to be understood, embraced, ‘taught new tricks’ and
ultimately brought to heel. I understand there are differing severities of depression, and while
mine is not the serious clinical kind, my black dog sure bites down hard, making its mark on
my life. A black beast that mercilessly rides on the tail of ongoing bereavement, this black
dog visits, rather than stays. When I sense it prowling, I try to shoo it away, but its arrival and
length of stay is as unpredictable as the weather in my hometown.
Both my black dogs pounce when I least expect. Lakeboy is being trained to ‘stay
off’, but the other one pins me down for days, or even weeks before I am finally free from its
clutches. It often attacks my most vulnerable places, during seasons where anniversaries and
birthdays shout out my loss. This black dog knows the best moments to cause the most
damage – such as unguarded glimpses of my other children struggling through the aftermath
of their sister’s cancer journey. Ouch. The most underhanded mischief takes place when I
witness our late daughter’s friends enjoying graduations, engagements, weddings and new
parenthood. Danish philosopher Soren Kierkegaard said: ‘The most painful state of being is
remembering the future, particularly the one you’ll never have.’ Double ouch.
A decade on, even after all the lessons I have learned through grief, after all the
victories and joys I have experienced, my personal black dog always seems to be lurking in
the background, waiting for a scrap of my soul to maul and devour. According to Beyond
Blue, an Australian organisation supporting people through various forms of depression,
‘Grief and depression are quite different…but like depression, prolonged and complicated
grief can lead to feelings of intense sadness, insomnia, poor appetite and weight loss…with
feelings of emptiness and despair and a difficulty feeling pleasure or joy.’ (Beyond Blue,
Grief and Depression, May 2021).
So, two black dogs now hold integral portions of my life, and I hold a responsibility
for them both. Both my black dogs are fairly unique and cannot be compared. But are they a
blessing or a curse? With some hard work and discipline, Lakeboy should be tameable in
time. The other? I am not sure whether time will make it better or even more unruly and
uncontrollable. Perhaps some hard work and discipline will tame this beast too. I hope so.
My emotional black dog sure feels like a curse. During bouts of depression, shame
and condemnation bark incessantly: ‘You are a Christian. You shouldn’t feel this way!’
Darkness grows blacker and I get disappointed in myself when I surrender to these lies.
Sometimes, I feign a headache to be relieved of responsibilities during these episodes. It can
be too difficult to explain, even to my nearest and dearest, what is dogging my mind.

But then I take courage. I am not alone in this place. I have stared-down this black
dog many times, and it has not defeated me yet. Again I return to the Psalms and allow
myself to weep along with the psalmists as they pour out their pain. Black paw prints run
wild throughout their laments. I re-look at stories of inspirational people who have also felt
the weight of the black dog upon their shoulders. Even the great preacher Charles Spurgeon
was plagued with his own black dog, as is my own gifted pastor. Yes, these black dogs may
feel like curses, but they can become blessings as they increase our faith and dependency on
God. Mostly, I look to Jesus. He felt the blackest abandonment upon his cross. Yet, he cried
out the strains of Psalm 22 with unmeasurable faith and worshipful hope.
I have begged God to take away my black dog. But his whispered answer remains the
same: ‘My grace is sufficient for you in your weakness...’ While I continue to grapple with
the pros and cons of owning both my black dogs, one thing I have come to accept is that
without my emotional black dog, I would be more isolated in my pain. The nips and scratches
in my soul made by this unseen black dog encourage me to reach out, seek help and support
others. As I hang out in the dog park of life, playing and running with other friends and
family who live with forms of depression, I appreciate that my own black dog has granted me
a greater capacity to understand and show compassion. I’ve also learned some cool tricks to
cope with my black dog from this community who realise we are all broken and need each
other. I’ve become ‘part of the pack’. Yes, it is messy and uncomfortable, but it is a real and
helpful place to belong.
My other dog, Lakeboy, is a tri-coloured Aussie Shepherd. His predominantly black
coat is contrasted with quizzical rusty coloured eyebrows, neat white socks and a pure white
underside. Like him, my world is not just black but filled with an underside of vivid colour:
rosy red for the passionate loves I share; petal pink for my luscious new granddaughter; burnt
orange for this transition season; gorgeous greens that highlight the resurrection newness in
my life.

With all this in mind, today I will face the cold winter breeze and proudly take our growing
black dog for his daily training walk. In spite of his somewhat annoying puppy habits, the
hard work we have already put in seems to be paying off. I am encouraged by this little guy’s
willingness to learn and settle down when needed. I smile, even as I don my required face
mask. Living alongside Lakeboy is good for my mental health. He helps me cope with my
other black dog – one who seems to come alive and thrive in periods of COVID lockdown.

My two black dogs.
Not what I wanted.
Not what I expected.
Somehow I am grateful for both.1
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Please note, prolonged and/or complicated grief may be diagnosed as a mental disorder. Sudden, tragic loss
can also trigger a variety of unhealthy mental conditions. COVID-19 experiences and restrictions may also
compound underlying mental health issues. If you, or anyone you know needs medical help or intervention,
contact: https://www.beyondblue.org.au

